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 UNDERSTANDING  THE COMPLEXITY OF PHARMACY 

In order to make any common sense suggestions on Pharmacy you must understand how the 

current model operates, especially if you have not worked  in  Pharmacy. 

Please read all the Legislation (National and State), Pharmacy Board, Pharmaceutical Society 

Guidelines,QCPP standards, 6CPA agreement, Medicare, Wholesaler trading terms, Pfizer Direct 

trading terms, Direct Suppliers trading terms,etc  .Please read and understand  all previous  enquiries 

that have looked into many of these questions in the past. Please be aware of the competition to 

Pharmacy from Supermarkets, Online Shopping in Australia and Internationally and Huge Corporate 

Pharmacy chains . Please be aware of the staffing required (the Pharmacy Industry Award) ,the 

constant overheads to keep open, the security requirements and the complete dependence 

Pharmacy has on the Doctors they service. 

Please consider the vast differences between different Pharmacy Businesses and how any changes 

will affect them. A Solo Pharmacist Pharmacy in a small Country  town will have a completely 

different income structure compared to a Chemist Warehouse in a Melbourne Shopping Centre with 

multiple Pharmacists, Shop Managers, Buyers and Corporate support structures.  

Please remember that many Pharmacies are run by a Solo Pharmacist and consider this fact when 

making  plans about how services should be provided. A solo pharmacist has to supervise his 

business and staff by law and cannot lock himself away for an extended period of time with a single 

patient. A solo Pharmacist cannot conduct Medscheck or Home Medicine Reviews while his 

Pharmacy is open for business. 

Be aware the most important job of any Pharmacy is accurate dispensing of Medication and safety of 

the patient and do not underestimate the work involved to achieve this. Remember  it only takes    

ONE MISTAKE to end our business and our career. 

 PHARMACY REMUNERATION 

The income of Pharmacy has been eroded over time and needs to be increased to cover increasing 

costs, without this increase we will need to cut back on staff ,services and hours and other areas to 

compensate. 

The current remuneration model may not be ideal , but it is working fairly well and is straightforward 

because the amount you are paid is linked to the number of scripts you process. If you do consider 

an alternative model you need to ensure it is simple , logical and not open to manipulation and 

fraud.  

If I take an hour to chase up a prescription item that is out of stock or has to be ordered in some 

special way, will I be allowed to pass that cost onto the government or the patient, if I have a 

complex new medicine or a very badly written script and a doctor who does not respond to phone 

calls , how do I pass those costs on.If I have a patient who wants to discuss a simple medicine for half 
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an hour or a patient who refuses all information about a complex medicine, how do I calculate the 

different costs and who pays for them. 

My most valuable asset is time and to use this well I need a simple remuneration model . This allows 

me to concentrate on dispensing safely and that is my most important job. 

The importance of keeping things as simple as possible  is essential for delivering the best possible 

service to customers. 

Some suggestions that definitely won’t work are  

Adjusting payments for scripts on the basis of other shop sales. How on earth would you possibly 

implement such a scheme? How would you rate different sales of different products in different 

Pharmacies and then adjust dispensing rates? 

Suggesting that New Professional Services could provide income for Pharmacy, when very few of 

these  provide any real income in comparison to dispensing. 

 THE 6CPA 

The agreement for Community Pharmacy must  remain the preserve alone of the Government and 

the Pharmacy Guild. These 2 bodies have a huge investment and commitment to deliver the 

agreement. If other groups want to be involved they must also commit to investing a share of the 

costs, the time and financial risks involved in delivering the total service . The owners of the Retail 

Pharmacies pay all the running costs of the Pharmacy , keep them open for long hours, provide the 

staff, put up the capital, comply with all the rules and regulations and wear the financial risks and 

have to accept the terms of trade dictated by the Government. 

 ORDERING OF MEDICINES 

Orders should be done through wholesalers- they source the products, deal with the out of stocks 

and delivery problems, the pharmacist simply places the order to the wholesaler. Without an 

effective CSO  the pharmacist will be chasing individual companies for small orders and wasting huge 

amounts of time. Pfizer Direct being a perfect example of this failed model (adding up to 72 hours 

delay in delivery of prescriptions to consumer  compared to wholesaler orders). The government 

should insist that all drugs on the PBS must be supplied via the Wholesalers for our patients sake. 

Moving away from the CSO for wholesalers would mean that instead of Dispensing , Pharmacists 

would spend all day creating individual orders for each supplier. 

Minimum order quantities for Drugs is complete rubbish, I could get a prescription for a Medicine 

that I sell once in 10 years. If I have to order a minimum quantity of TWO, I would have to explain 

that I am unable to fill the prescription and the patient would have to drive for hours to get that 

script from a Pharmacy that can order the larger quantity. 

The very expensive Drugs listed on the PBS are also creating problems of cashflow. How would a 

Doctor, Dentist or Nurse respond if you asked them to spend $22,000-00 in order to supply one of 

their patients with a months supply of medication, and that they would have to wait for up to 3 

months to have $2000 GST refunded after their next BAS return ? 
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The return on expensive medications is outrageous and must be addressed, no other profession 

would be asked to comply with these crazy terms of trade.  

The overnight devaluing of our stock by the Government is another impost that would never be 

forced on other professions. 

 BEST INTEREST OF CONSUMERS 

When our customers need prescription drugs the biggest problem is getting into a Doctor and 

obtaining a prescription, this can take  well over a week at times. Their biggest problem are caused 

by the poor distribution of Doctors not Pharmacists. 

Consumers needing unusual Pfizer medications sometimes have to wait 3 to 4 days because of the 

Pfizer Distribution model. If the Pfizer products were in the CSO wholesalers these waiting times 

could  be eliminated. 

When our patients want advice they come to their Pharmacy for FREE advice ? If we were not 

providing that service they would be having a consultation with the Doctor at the Governments 

expense for minor problems that Pharmacy can deal with. 

Consumers appreciate having a Pharmacist available at any time and well trained  staff and good 

stock levels in Pharmacy. If Pharmacies become less viable , staff level and stock levels and service 

will all decrease. This is not in the consumers best interest. 

Please value a Pharmacist for what they are and what they do. The definition of a Pharmacist is a 

person who is professionally qualified to prepare and dispense medicinal drugs. If you keep 

devaluing the service provided by Pharmacies you will end up with a Corporate nightmare owned by 

unseen people who never work in the Pharmacy they own. 

 The restrictions on Pharmacy ownership are being flouted by Big Business and Lawyers with lots of 

money. Pharmacists should only be able to own Pharmacies that they actually work in .They also 

need to  take responsibility for everything done in that Store.Restrictions on ownership should be 

enforced not ignored. 

POSSIBLE  NEW PHARMACY MODEL 

Employ Pharmacists to work in Government owned and run Pharmacies. 

Government to provide Pharmacy Building, Fixtures and Fittings, Insurances, Computer equipment 

(Hardware and  Software , updates and support), Heating System, Cooling System, Monitored 

Security System with Video Cameras (staff to respond to Alarm call outs 24 hours a day), Vaccine 

Refrigerators ,Stationary and all consumables for running business, Fully stock shop with about 

$100,000-00 of Stock, Pay for daily cleaning and  Pay for  all maintenance of Pharmacy,  Telephones , 

Power, Registrations, Council Rates , Uniforms for all staff, Create and send  Drug orders and orders 

for all shop stock  each day. 

 Employ staff and organize all training of staff , hiring of staff,  pay wages, holidays (including locums 

to cover when Pharmacist is off work), sick leave,super, workcover,  long service leave and rosters 

for all staff. The Government employee who runs the business would also need to Organize all 
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Accounting requirements,Daily Banking, BAS statements, paying  all suppliers , deal with all enquiries 

on Government changes to Medicare and PBS and PRF arrangements and explain them to customers 

,keep all QCPP records up to date, sort and file all prescription bundles ,process NHS claims and send 

off PRF card claims ,answer the phones and deal with all front of shop problems. 

The Government could then carry all the risks and expenses involved in supplying Medicines , but 

would also get to keep all the profits it would make. 

The Pharmacist could be employed to work a 38 hour week Monday to Friday. 

Pharmacist to have 4 weeks paid annual leave, an hour undisturbed to have lunch, tea breaks and 

sick leave and family care leave and all the other award conditions offered to other  Government 

employees. 

The Pharmacist to be present 7.6 hours each day to discuss medications and health conditions with 

each and every patient in detail and dispense Prescriptions. To focus  solely on the Patient and 

delivery of the best possible Pharmaceutical service without any distractions. 

The Pharmacist not to disturbed or interrupted while working. 

Of course the Pharmacy will need to be closed while the Pharmacist is consulting in private with any 

patients for Medscheck , etc. 

The Government to pay the Pharmacist an agreed hourly rate for these 38 hours and also provide 

time and payment for continuing education activities. 

Could this model  be explored and costed by the Government  and compared to the current 

arrangements.  

Would the Government be happy to fund the new model ? 

It definitely appeals to me. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to lodge our submission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


